We study the transport properties of nuclear pasta for a wide range of density, temperature and proton fractions, relevant for different astrophysical scenarios adopting a quantum molecular dynamics model. In particular, we estimate the values of shear viscosity as well as electrical and thermal conductivities by calculating the static structure factor S(q) using simulation data. In the density and temperature range where the pasta phase appears, the static structure factor shows irregular behavior. The presence of a slab phase greatly enhances the peak in S(q). However, the effect of irregularities in S(q) on the transport coefficients is not very dramatic. The values of all three transport coefficients are found to have the same orders of magnitude as found in theoretical calculations for the inner crust matter of neutron stars without the pasta phase and therefore, is in contrast to earlier speculations that a pasta layer might be highly resistive, both thermally and electrically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclei present in the neutron star crust at densities well below the saturation density are spherical in shape and form crystalline structures to minimize the Coulomb energy. When nuclei are about to dissolve into uniform matter at higher densities, various exotic structures such as cylindrical and slab-shaped nuclei, cylindrical and spherical bubbles, etc., collectively known as nuclear "pasta" may appear [1, 2] .
The pasta phase plays a very important role in understanding various astrophysical phenomena. For example, the neutrino transport in core-collapse supernovae is greatly affected by the pasta phase [3, 4] . In the crustal matter of neutron stars electrons are the main carriers of charge and momentum. Therefore, electron-pasta scattering is supposed to affect significantly the transport properties like shear viscosity, thermal and electrical conductivities of the crust. The thermal conductivity of the crust is the key factor to understand the cooling behavior of neutron stars [5, 6] and the reduced electrical conductivity of the pasta could be crucial to explain the decay of magnetic field in them [7] . On the other hand, the shear viscosity of the crust is essential for the calculation of viscous damping of p-modes of neutrons stars [8] . The pasta phase might also play a crucial role to understand the mechanism of pulsar glitches [9, 10] .
The pasta phase has been studied extensively by static methods such as liquid-drop models [9, [11] [12] [13] , Thomas-Fermi approximations [14, 15] , and the Hartee-Fock method [16, 17] as well as using dynamical approaches like classical [3, 4, 6, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and quantum molecular dynamics simulations [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] and the time-dependent Hartree-Fock method [26, 27] . Although several authors [8, [37] [38] [39] have studied transport properties of the crust, very few studies employed dynamical approach. At first, Horowitz et al. [3, 4] and recently Alcain et al. [40] studied neutrino-pasta scattering adopting classical molecular dynamics. Horowitz et al. [6] , Horowitz & Berry [19] also estimated the values of the shear viscosity and thermal conductivity of the pasta phase but only for a few densities and a single temperature and proton fraction. In this work we calculate shear viscosity, electrical and thermal conductivities for a wide range of density (0.1 − 0.6ρ 0 ) and temperature (T = 0 − 5 MeV) and three values of the proton fraction (Y p ) relevant for different astrophysical scenarios, using a model of quantum molecular dynamics (QMD).
The article is organized as following. The QMD model and the method to calculate the transport coefficients are given in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we describe the simulation procedure.
We present the results with discussion in Sec. IV. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Sec. VI.
II. FORMALISM A. QMD
In the QMD approach the total N -nucleon wave function Ψ({r}) is assumed to be a direct product of single-nucleon wave functions [28] :
where the single-nucleon wave functions ψ i (r) are represented by Gaussian wave packets (we seth = c = k B = 1):
C W is the width of the Gaussian wave packets and the centers of the position and momentum of the wave packet i are denoted by R i and P i , respectively.
Here we adopt the QMD Hamiltonian developed by Chikazumi et al. [45] , for the simulation of nuclear matter at sub-saturation densities. The Hamiltonian has several components:
where K is the kinetic energy, V Pauli is the Pauli potential introduced [46] to include the Pauli exclusion principle phenomenologically, V Skyrme is the nucleon-nucleon potential similar to Skyrme-like interactions, V sym is the isospin-dependent potential related to the symmetry energy, V MD is the momentum-dependent potential incorporated as Fock terms of Yukawatype interactions, V Surface is the potential that depends on the density gradient and finally, V Coul is the Coulomb potential. The explicit expressions for all the terms are given below [45] :
where ρ 0 (= 0.165fm −3 ) denotes the normal nuclear matter density, σ i and τ i (1/2 for protons and −1/2 for neutrons) are the nucleon spin and isospin, respectively and the overlap between single-nucleon densities are represented by ρ ij andρ ij :
with the single-nucleon densities:
is the modified width of the Gaussian wave packet introduced to adjust the effect of densitydependent terms [28] . The values of the parameters of the Hamiltonian are shown in Table   I . They are determined to reproduce the saturation properties of nuclear matter as well as ground state properties of finite nuclei.
In order to obtain the equilibrium configuration we use the QMD equations of motion with friction terms [28] : 
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where the damping coefficients µ R and µ P are positive definite and are related to the relaxation time scale.
The QMD Hamiltonian adopted here contains momentum-dependent interactions (V Pauli and V MD ). Therefore, we cannot use the usual expressions for the instantaneous temperature:
Instead, we use the following definition of an effective temperature [30, 45] :
This reduces to the usual definition of Eq. (16) when the Hamiltonian does not contain any momentum-dependent interaction. It was shown [30] by performing Metropolis Monte
Carlo simulations that T eff is consistent with the temperature in the Boltzmann statistics.
In order to perform simulations at a specified temperature (T set ) we adopt the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [41] [42] [43] following the prescription of Watanabe et al. [30] . The extended
Hamiltonian that includes the thermostat is given by:
where the potential U({R i }), {P i }) = H − K depends on both positions and momenta, s denotes the extended variable for the thermostat, p s is the conjugate momentum corresponding to s, Q represents the effective "mass" associated with s and takes a value ∼ 10 8 MeV fm 2 , g = 3N is necessary to generate the canonical ensemble, and β = 1/T set . The extended system evolves according to the following equations of motion:
where ξ(= sp s /Q) acts as thermodynamic friction coefficient. During the simulation T eff fluctuates around T set , whereas H Nose should remain conserved.
B. Transport properties
In the astrophysical conditions considered here electrons are the most important carriers of charge and momentum and therefore the transport properties like shear viscosity (η), thermal and electrical conductivities (σ, κ) are determined from scattering of electrons off ions [8, 37] . Following Horowitz & Berry [19] we choose to work in nucleon coordinates instead of ion coordinates, as the former are more suitable for complicated pasta phases where the identification of ions is not always possible. Then the transport coefficients for degenerate electrons can be written as [8, 37, 38] :
where k F is the electron Fermi momentum, m * e = k 2 F + m 2 e is the electron effective mass, m e is the electron rest mass and Λ ep s are the Coulomb logarithms that describe electron-proton scattering:
where q is the momentum transfer, F N (q) = e −q 2 C W /2 is the form factor of the Gaussian wave-packet of nucleons, ε(q) (≈ 1, if q is not very small) is the static longitudinal dielectric function of the electron gas [44] , and S p (q) is the static structure factor that describes correlations between protons. The static structure factor is calculated from the autocorrelation
of the Fourier transform of the proton number density
Here N p is the number of protons in the system, R j (t) is the center of position of the j-th wave packet at time t. The average in Eq. (29) is taken over time t in the simulation and the directions of q. Due to the periodic boundary conditions employed in the MD simulation q takes discrete values:
where l , m and n are integers and L is the length of the cubic simulation box.
III. SIMULATION
Adopting the theoretical framework outlined in the previous section we perform QMD 
. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed to simulate infinite matter. The number of protons (neutrons) with spin-up is taken to be equal to that of protons (neutrons) with spin-down. To calculate the Coulomb interaction we employ the Ewald method [29, 43] , where electrons are considered to form a uniform background and make the system charge neutral. From eq. (31) we see that the minimum value of q is determined by the box size q min = 2π/L. To keep q min the same at all densities we increase N with density as shown in Table II .
As an initial configuration we distribute nucleons randomly in phase space. Then with the help of the Nosé-Hoover thermostat we equilibrate the system at T ∼ 20 MeV for about 2000 fm/c. To achieve the ground state configuration we then slowly cool down the system in accordance with the damped equations of motion (Eqs. 15) until the change in the energy per nucleon (E/N ) is less than 1 keV in 10000 fm/c i.e.
We have listed the simulation time needed to achieve the convergence in the second column of Table II . In order to obtain nuclear matter configurations at a finite temperature T set we cool down the system until T reaches ∼ 5 MeV. Then the system is relaxed for 5000 fm/c at the desired temperature T set with the help of the thermostat and, finally, it is further relaxed without the thermostat. All the measurements are taken at this microcanonical stage of simulation. Trajectories are stored at every 20 fm/c. In the third column of Table II we have shown the total simulation time for all the densities considered here. As with increasing density the number of particles increases the simulation becomes slower. Therefore, we run the simulation for shorter duration with increasing density. Fortunately, this is not a big problem as at higher densities the system equilibrates much faster as also found earlier [4] .
IV. RESULTS
In this section we present our results for all densities, proton fractions and temperatures.
We first calculate the static structure factors. Using these results we then calculate transport coefficients.
A. Static structure factor
We calculate the static structure factors for protons S p (q), using Eqn. (29) . For T > 0 the average is taken over all the configurations in the final stage of relaxation. The fourth column of Table II shows the number of configurations (N conf ) used for various densities.
To improve the statistics the average is taken also over the directions of q. However, for T = 0 we consider only the final configuration as the particles do not move at all when t > ∼ 10 5 fm/c. Similarly, we also calculate static structure factors for neutrons S n (q), which are important for the study of neutrino transport in core-collapse supernovae [4] .
Before presenting the results of static structure factors we first show the simulation snapshots for the density range ρ = 0.1−0.6ρ 0 and T = 0 for symmetric nuclear matter in Fig. 1 .
The snapshot at ρ = 0.1ρ 0 shows spherical clusters with well-defined surfaces. At ρ = 0.2ρ 0 , we are already in pasta phase as elongated spaghetti-like shapes appear. At ρ = 0.3ρ 0 , these bent rods begin to merge and at ρ = 0.4ρ 0 onwards, we obtain complicated bubble shapes.
In Fig. 2 , we show the static structure factors S(q) for both protons (solid line) and neutrons (dashed line) as a function of momentum transfer (q) for nuclear matter with Y p = 0.5, T = 0 and ρ = 0.1 − 0.6ρ 0 . From the figure it is seen that with increasing density the height of the peak S(q peak ) decreases and the location of the peak (q peak ) increases till ρ = 0.3ρ 0 and does not change much thereafter. The S(q peak ) is proportional but not equal to the number of particles in the cluster because of the nuclear form factor [19] defined as
where, F p (q) and F n (q) denote nuclear form factors containing N p protons and N n neutrons and ρ p,n (r) are the corresponding densities inside a nuclear cluster. The form factor reduces Green/gray (red/dark gray) spheres represent neutrons (protons).
S(q) at high q, whereas at low q the reduction is caused by the screening effects of other ions [19] . As the density increases the cluster gets bigger and closer. Although there are more particles in the cluster the S(q peak ) decreases with density. This happens because the form factor is more effective for larger clusters and the screening effect is more efficient at higher densities. The location of the peak is related to the average distance between clusters. As the density increases from 0.1ρ 0 to 0.3ρ 0 the nuclear clusters come closer to give higher values of q peak . There is no further increase in q peak as we enter in the bubble phase at ρ ∼ 0.4ρ 0 (see the snapshots in 1). This behavior was also seen in earlier calculations [29, 33] . We find that the values of S(q) are always slightly higher for neutrons than that of protons. This happens because of the Coulomb interaction that increases the average distance between protons. Therefore, protons act less coherently than neutrons resulting in lower values of S(q). We also observe that at ρ > ∼ 0.2ρ 0 , where we have irregular pasta phases ( Fig. 1) , the shapes of S(q) are not very regular unlike in Horowitz & Berry [19] .
In Fig. 3 , we plot S(q) at ρ = 0.1ρ 0 , Y p = 0.5 and T = 0 − 5 MeV. It can be observed that S(q peak ) decreases with T . As the temperature increases, more and more nucleons evaporate from clusters making the system increasingly uniform as can be seen in the snapshots (Fig.   4) . The average size of the clusters also decreases due to the presence of increasing number of smaller clusters. These result in lower values of S(q peak ) with T .
An interesting behavior of S(q) can be observed when we look at the T dependence of pasta phases at ρ > ∼ 0.2ρ 0 . In Fig. 5 we plot S(q) for ρ = 0.2ρ 0 and various T (0 − 5 MeV) for symmetric nuclear matter. With increasing T we find that initially S(q peak ) decreases but at T = 2 it begins to rise reaching a very high peak at T = 3 after which it decreases gradually. This behavior of the S(q) peak can be understood if we look at the corresponding snapshots shown in Fig. 6 . The snapshot at T = 0 shows twisted cylinders with well-defined surfaces. At T = 1 some of the bigger clusters get fragmented to form smaller clusters so that the average size of the clusters decreases. As a result, the peak height of S(q) gets reduced. But at T = 2 clusters get so diffused that they begin to merge and at T = 3 most of the nucleons are connected to form a single big cluster (connected slab) giving rise to the very high peak. With further increase in temperature the matter becomes more uniform to
give lower values of S(q).
We also show S(q) and relevant snapshots at ρ = 0.4ρ 0 in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , respectively.
As in ρ = 0.2ρ 0 , we find high and sharp peaks at T = 2 and 3 MeV. Snapshots in Fig. 8 reveal that this is the consequences of obtaining equidistant slabs at these temperatures.
We calculate S(q) for all the densities and temperatures in the range 0.1 − 0.6ρ 0 and 0 − 5
MeV, respectively in similar fashion. In Table III we compile the values of q peak and S(q peak )
for protons and neutrons for symmetric nuclear matter. In few cases we obtain double peaks (e.g. See the plot of S(q) for ρ = 0.4ρ 0 in Fig. 2 ). We take average values for both q peak and S(q peak ) in these cases. There are no results at T = 5 MeV, ρ = 0.5ρ 0 and T = 4 − 5
MeV, ρ = 0.6ρ 0 as the matter becomes uniform at these conditions and therefore do not show any peak in S(q). From the table we see that S(q peak ) shows similar behavior as in ρ/ρ 0 = 0.2 and 0.4, discussed in previous paragraphs for other densities ρ = 0.3 − 0.5ρ 0 also.
Another interesting feature of the results is that the value of q peak generally decreases with temperature due to the presence of an increasing number of smaller clusters.
Next, we calculate static structure factors for asymmetric nuclear matter with Y p = 0.3, relevant for supernova environment. In Fig. 9 we show S(q) for T = 0 and density range 0.1 − 0.6ρ 0 . At all densities S n (q peak ) are found to be much higher than S p (q peak ). This happens because the clusters are neutron rich for this asymmetric nuclear matter. Similar to the symmetric matter, here also S(q) decreases with density and becomes irregular at densities ρ > ∼ 0.2ρ 0 , when the pasta phase starts to appear. Likewise in Y p = 0.5, we calculate S(q) for all the densities and temperatures considered. The results are given in Table IV .
The general trend of S(q) with density and temperature is similar to the case of symmetric nuclear matter. At ρ = 0.4ρ 0 , we find a surprisingly sharp and high peak at T = 2 MeV.
To investigate the cause for this behavior we look at the corresponding snapshots shown in MeV, whereas at T = 5 MeV we get almost uniform matter.
We also calculate S p (q) and S n (q) for very asymmetric nuclear matter with Y p = 0.1, which is close to the value expected in the inner crust of neutron stars. In Fig. 11 we present S(q) for neutrons and protons at ρ = 0.1ρ 0 and T = 0 − 5 MeV. At T = 0, both S n (q) and S p (q) show oscillatory behavior which likely indicates very irregular arrangement of clusters at this condition. Note that at T > ∼ 2 MeV, S p (q) > S n (q) when q is not very small. This is because at Y p = 0.1 the clusters are very neutron rich and neutrons extend far beyond the proton surface of the clusters leading to larger form factors for neutrons than protons. The form factor is more effective to reduce S(q) at larger q and hence results in smaller structure factors for neutrons than protons, at larger q . In Table V values of ρ and T , because the phase diagram in ρ − T plane is much smaller in this case [34] . at Y p = 0.5 and 0.3. However, due the increase in S(q peak ) at intermediate T , as discussed earlier, Λs increases at these temperatures. At Y p = 0.1, Coulomb logarithms slowly increase with T when the matter is uniform at larger densities (ρ > ∼ 0.4ρ 0 ).
In order to make Λs readily available for future use we fit the data as following. We fit both the Λs as a function of ρ/ρ 0 for a fixed T . For Y p = 0.5 and Y p = 0.3 good fits are obtained if we choose
and for Y p = 0.1 we use
The fit parameters are given in the appendix. The maximum fitting residual (|1 − Λ fit /Λ|) is < ∼ 8% except at Y p = 0.3, ρ = 0.4ρ 0 and T = 2 MeV, where the residual is ∼ 22% as Λs rise suddenly at this point due to the presence of a slab phase. The calculation of transport coefficients from Λs are straightforward (See Eqs. (23-25) ).
In Fig. 12-14 we plot the shear viscosity, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity, respectively as a function of density for different temperatures and proton fractions. At high densities and/or temperatures the shear viscosity increases smoothly with density as matter is more or less uniform at these conditions. However, for intermediate densities and
temperatures, where the pasta phases appear, the increase in η is not that smooth. In the case of Y p = 0.3, we have already noticed in the last section that the occurrence of perfect slabs at ρ = 0.4ρ 0 and T = 2 MeV results in very high values of S p (q peak ) and both the Λ ep s.
The plot of η also bears this signature as it suddenly decreases at this point. Except in the 
V. ASTROPHYSICAL CONSEQUENCES
As found in the previous section the presence of a pasta phase does not considerably affect the transport properties like shear viscosity and thermal and electrical conductivities.
This finding has several astrophysical consequences. For example, in a study Horowitz et al. [6] performed large MD simulation and estimated an impurity parameter (Q imp ≈ 40)
for the pasta region in a very simplified fashion. This relatively high value of Q imp (without pasta Q imp < ∼ 1) indicates low thermal conductivity that eventually was used to explain the late time cooling observed in MXB 1659-29. In another study, Pons et al. [7] considered few values of Q imp ) for the pasta phase and calculated the corresponding electrical conductivities.
For Q imp = 100, the magnetic field decays very fast after ∼ 30000 years and thereby helps to explain the non-existence of isolated X-ray pulsars with spin periods longer than 12 s.
However, the impurity parameter formalism is not actually applicable to the pasta. It was introduced by Flowers & Itoh [39] to describe a uniform crystal lattice with a small fraction of sites occupied by impurities. But, the complicated pasta phase as found here cannot be described as a uniform crystal lattice. Moreover, in a study of the outer crust of accreting neutron stars [47] it was shown that it is more accurate to calculate the transport properties directly using the structure factors than Q imp , as the former already captures all the information of particle correlations. If we do that, the late time cooling of MXB 1659-29 cannot be explained by the presence of a pasta phase with our high values of thermal conductivities. Similarly, the high value of the electrical conductivity would fail to explain the absence of X-ray pulsars with periods larger than 12 s, which requires a different explanation. In this context, we plan to perform longer and larger simulations to obtain further quantitative confirmation of these points in future investigations. We also plan to calculate the neutrino transport coefficients using the obtained structure factors for neutrons (S n (q)) in a upcoming work.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the transport properties of nuclear pasta phase within a quantum molecular dynamics approach. We have performed simulations for a wide range of den- The static structure factors are calculated directly from the particle trajectories obtained in the simulations. The S p (q) shows a peak at specific values of q, the locations of which is given by the average distance between the nuclear clusters. The peak height S p (q peak ) is proportional to the number of nucleons in the cluster but limited by both the nuclear form factor and screening effects of ions. It is found that in the density and temperature range of the pasta phase S p (q) shows irregular behavior. At a few instances we found a sharp rise in S p (q) due to the presence of almost perfect equidistant slabs. We also calculate static structure factors for neutrons S n (q), which we shall use to calculate neutrino transport in core-collapse supernova in a future work. For the Coulomb logarithms, from which the calculation of transport coefficients is straightforward, we provide fit functions that reproduce the data reasonably well, which can be implemented in numerical studies like supernova simulations. Although the irregularities in S p (q) somewhat affects the transport coefficients, the effect is not very dramatic. The shear viscosity generally increases with temperature at 
